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ABSTRACT

Objective: The aim of this study was to evaluate and compare the diagnostic accuracy of dynamic contrast-enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (dMRI) and isotope renogram in the functional evaluation of pelviureteric junction obstruction (PUJO).

Material and methods: Forty-two patients included in the study were investigated with isotope renogram and subsequently, subjected to dMRI. Time-activity curves were generated for both isotope renogram and dMRI. Out of the 42 cases, 9 cases were conservatively managed. Thirty-three cases were taken up for surgical intervention.

Results: Of 33 patients taken up for surgical intervention, 12 underwent laparoscopic nephrectomy and 21 of them pyeloplasty. The mean glomerular filtration rates (GFRs) as measured by isotope renogram and dMRI were 22.5±4.2 mL/min and 23.8±3.1 mL/min respectively. The calculation of GFR by isotope renogram, showed good correlation with that of dMRI with correlation coefficient of 0.93. The dMRI was able to reveal the functional status of the renal unit accurately. dMRI did not yield false positive results with 20 of 21 patients scheduled for pyeloplasty and 11 of 12 patients scheduled for nephrectomy. Isotope renogram had a false positive result in 3 cases compared with surgical diagnosis.

Conclusion: Analysis of renal function using dMRI yielded results comparable to those of renal scintigraphy, with superior spatial and contrast resolution. It was also better in prompting management decisions with respect to the obstructed systems. dMRI can be used as a “one stop imaging examination” that can replace different imaging methods used for morphological, etiological and functional evaluation of PUJO.
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Introduction

As one of the common causes of hydronephrosis, pelviureteric junction obstruction (PUJO) continues to present a challenge to radiologists and urologists, who are unable to accurately predict which patient will benefit from surgery.[1] Traditionally, sonography (USG) and intravenous urography (IVU) were used in the detection and grading of hydronephrosis with use of scintigraphy for determination of renal function.[2] With its advent, computed tomography (CT) has been used for the assessment of the obstruction and searching for the etiology of PUJO as well as post-surgical follow up.[3] Though these modalities assess the obstruction well, they do not predict progressive loss of renal function and do not identify which patient will benefit from surgery.[4] Widespread use of sonography and CT has increased the incidental detection of many asymptomatic PUJO.

Definitive symptoms in patients with imaging findings of PUJO warrant a need for treatment. However, asymptomatic PUJO needs to be treated only if there is evidence
of asymmetric function or deterioration in renal function or hydronephrosis.[3] Therefore, management of PUJO is controversial, with some surgeons recommending early surgery and others advocating simple observation.[5] Most surgeons monitor hydronephrotic kidney with sonography, and use decreasing renal function or worsening hydronephrosis as an indicator for surgical intervention. The problem with this approach is that some obstructed kidneys will deteriorate while under observation. Identifying and surgically correcting PUJO in those patients before development of nephron loss is essential.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been added to the armamentarium for assessing PUJO, with contrast-enhanced dynamic imaging offering both anatomical and functional evaluation without use of ionizing radiation.[6] The aim of this study was to determine, if dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI could replace isotope renogram in the functional evaluation of PUJO.

Material and methods

Fifty-one consecutive symptomatic patients who had diagnosis of PUJO based on imaging modalities as US, IVU and CT were included in the study. This prospective Study was conducted in the patients with PUJO, who presented to the Department of Urology, Madras Medical College, Government General Hospital, Chennai, India. Two patients each with duplex collecting system, horseshoe kidney and bilateral PUJO and one patient with previous renal surgery were excluded from the study. One patient each was excluded due to claustrophobia and previous implantation of pacemaker. All the 42 patients included in the study were investigated with isotope renogram and subsequently, subjected to dynamic MRI. The Institutional review board of our hospital approved the study and informed consent was obtained from all the patients.

Isotope renogram

Isotope renogram was performed followed by intravenous (IV) injection of 12 µci/kg Technetium-99m MAG3 (mercaptoacetyltriglycine or mertiatide), with a minimum activity of 150 µci. A large field of view gamma camera equipped with a low energy all-purpose collimator was used. The window was placed over the photo peak of the tracer and was opened by 20%. A 128 x 128 image matrix was used. Data were collected in 12-second time frames. The scintigraphic examination lasted 40 minutes and furosemide was administered along with the tracer (F+0). Region of interest (ROI) was placed by an experienced technician who prepared the imaging material for medical evaluation. Rectangular background ROIs near the upper, and lower pole were automatically selected by the system software and manually corrected, if necessary. Time-activity curves were generated from the background corrected count rates (Figure 1).

MR imaging

All MRI was conducted on a 1.5T Siemens scanner, with the use of a phased array torso surface coil. The procedure started by obtaining a coronal localizer (scout image) to identify the abdominal aorta and the origins of the renal arteries, followed by a coronal T2-weighted sequence for the whole of both kidneys and six coronal fast spoiled gradient (FSPGR) images at the centre of the kidney. Then, dynamic MRI was performed with IV injection of 0.1 mmol/kg gadodiamide (Gd-DTPA) at a rate of 3 mL/sec and the coronal scan series was acquired every 30 sec for 5 minutes (Figure 2). Finally, excretory MR renography was performed using contrast-enhanced T1-weighted 3D-FSPGR acquisition, about 7-10 min after gadodiamide injection to visualize the collecting system and the ureter. Maximum intensity projection images in coronal and sagittal planes were used to identify anatomy of the pelvicalyceal system and ureter.

For dMRI, we started by visually interpreting the images, comparing the series before and after administration of contrast medium to determine the degree of parenchymal enhancement, and the excretory power of each renal unit. The dMRI curve was generated by drawing a region of interest over the kidney, excluding the renal pelvis, but using functional software that merges all series. A curve resembling that from isotope renography was obtained. The dMRI curve plots the enhancement units versus time and from the curve, the time to peak and relative maximum units of enhancement was obtained (Figure 3).

Image analysis

Isotope renogram

The activity and the half-life (T ½) of renal signal decay after

Figure 1. a, b. Tc 99m –MAG3 scan in a 14-year-old female. (a, b) Scintigrams showing reduced tracer excretion by the enlarged left kidney. Increased intrarenal transit time (> 20 minutes) and slow clearance from dilated pelvis seen. Right kidney showed normal tracer uptake and excretion. Total GFR was 116 mL/min with right kidney GFR of 72 ml/min (38%) and left kidney GFR of 44 mL/min (62%)
Furosemide administration of each kidney was categorized as being normal (T ½ of less than 10 minutes), equivocal (T ½ between 10 and 20 minutes) or obstructed (T ½ more than 20 minutes). Glomerular filtration rate and split renal function were calculated.

MR imaging

DMRI findings were evaluated with regard to the glomerular filtration rate (GFR), and the intrarenal transit time (ITT) of the contrast material. Time intensity curve was plotted using in-built software. MR renogram exhibited three typical phases, similar to scintigraphic time activity curves. The first segment increases steeply, reflecting bolus delivery of contrast material to the kidney by means of blood circulation. The second segment shows a slower, almost linear increase to a peak. This segment represents parenchymal transfer and continues to increase while more contrast material is extracted from the blood into the kidney than is excreted by the tissue into the collecting system. This segment is used to calculate the function of a single kidney.[7] The third segment is characterized by a prompt decline and reflects elimination of contrast material from the parenchyma into the collecting system. For each patient, renal transit time is used to classify the renal functions as being-normal (<245 sec), equivocal (between 245 and 490 sec) and obstructed (>490 sec).[8]

If there was gross discrepancy between the isotope renogram and MR findings, percutaneous nephrostomy (PCN) and PCN fluid analysis was done after 1 month, to assess the salvage-ability of the kidney. Planned procedure, either pyeloplasty or nephrectomy was decided based on results of PCN fluid analysis. Surgery was planned according to the conventional isotope renogram, and then, if needed, the planned surgical procedure was changed according to the intraoperative findings.

Statistical analysis

Statistical software Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS Inc.; Chicago, IL, USA) version 17 was used to analyze the data. The findings from isotope renogram and Dynamic MRI were correlated individually with the surgical findings. The accuracy of isotope renogram and dMRI was individually determined and compared. Linear regression analysis was performed to correlate the results of imaging and surgical procedures.

Results

Out of the 42 cases, 9 cases were conservatively managed, as they had good split renal function and unobstructed flow pattern in time intensity curves. These cases are under follow-up. Thirty-three cases were taken up for surgical intervention. Renal transit time detected by either imaging was correlated with each other. Seven patients had normal transit times, and were conservatively managed with regular follow-up. Two patients had renal transit times in the equivocal group. These patients were also kept under follow-up. Remaining 33 patients were deemed obstructed and taken up for surgical intervention. Of 33 patients taken up for surgical intervention, 12 of them (36.36%) underwent laparoscopic nephrectomy, while, 21 of the patients (63.63%) underwent pyeloplasty.

The mean GFR as measured by isotope renogram was 22.5±4.2 mL/min. The mean GFR value as estimated by dMRI was 23.8±3.1 mL/min. The calculation of GFR by isotope renogram, showed good correlation with that of dMRI with a correlation coefficient of 0.93. Three patients demonstrated discrepancies in GFR values between isotope renogram and dMRI (Table 1). To decide on the surgical modality to be undertaken, PCN was done on that renal unit. PCN fluid analysis done after 4 weeks of PCN drainage. All the three patients had poor quality of PCN.
fluid and these patients were deemed to have irreparable renal tubular damage and hence, surgical decision to proceed with laparoscopic nephrectomy was made. Thus, in these cases, isotope renogram had overestimated the GFR.

Dynamic MRI was able to reveal the functional status of the renal unit accurately (Table 2). dMRI did not yield false positive results, with 20 of 21 patients, deemed for pyeloplasty and 11 of 12, deemed for nephrectomy (p=1.000). Isotope renogram had a false positive result in 3 cases with respect to surgery, without statistically significant difference between both methods (p=0.4279).

The ureter distal to the PUJO was well visualized in 22 out of 33 patients (66% of the cases) in MR imaging. This obviates the role of bulb ureterogram to look for patency or to rule out the double obstruction. This allows for better planning in the event of a concomitant distal obstruction as well as sparing the patient from lower urinary tract instrumentation and radiation exposure. This is a major advantage of MRI over isotope renogram, as anatomic imaging of ureter is not possible with isotope renogram.

Discussion

MRI of the hydronephrotic system has been reported in several animal studies as well as human studies.[9,10] Wen et al.[9] used Gd-DTPA-enhanced MRI in rats to provide the necessary information to distinguish between an obstructed and non-obstructed collecting system. Rodriguez et al.[10] reported on 3 patients with PUJO evaluated by MRI and recommended it as an alternative to the combination of studies currently used to evaluate hydronephrosis.

Perez-Brayfield et al.[11] in their study of 96 pediatric patients concluded that MR urography (MRU) accurately defined anatomic details and differential renal function in a single study without ionizing radiation. The calculation of relative renal function by MRU revealed excellent correlation with renal scintigraphy (r=0.83).

Hackstein et al.[12] studied 28 adult patients and compared GFRs as measured by plasma clearance using a small bolus injection of iopromide with that of Gd-DTPA-enhanced MRI and found good correlation between the methods.

El-Nahas et al.[13], in their study of 46 symptomatic PUJO patients, found strong correlation between the mean clearance rates of the obstructed unit on MRI and isotope study which were 32.8 mL/min and 31.6 mL/min, respectively (r=0.82, p<0.001). Time intensity curves plotted for dynamic MRI and diuretic renography yielded similar diagnostic information for obstruction.

Rohrschneider et al.[14] studied 62 patients of hydronephrosis using MRI and concluded that image quality was good or excellent in 95% of the cases. For split renal function, dMRI and isotope study showed significant correlation (r=0.92, p<0.001). For urinary excretion, MR urography and DRS showed strong agreement (k=0.67).

McDaniel et al.[15], in their study of the utility of dMRI in PUJO in children, noted that anatomic evaluation combined with renal transit time classification provided a reliable parameter for the identification of the obstruction. The ability of MRU to identify crossing vessels offered distinct advantages over other techniques. Individual renal functional assessment with attention to the peak medullary signal intensity, distal tubular peak, seemed to identify the earliest signs of functional derangement in obstructed systems.

Further refinements in dynamic contrast-enhanced MRU include the calculation of renal transit time as demonstrated by Jones et al in 2004.[16] This calculation complements the determination of differential renal function. The renal transit time, defined as the time between the arrival of contrast material in cortex and its arrival in ureter, correlates well with the half-life or washout time of the contrast material used in renal scintigraphy studies.

Boss et al.[17] in their study of 53 children (3 months-16 years of age) with anomalies of the urinary tract, found that the split renal function assessed by MRI showed a very good concordance with the MAG3 reference standard with a correlation coefficient of r=0.95. Additionally, three dimensional images depicted anatomical anomalies very well in all patients.

Leppert et al.[18] in their study on 24 hydronephrotic patients with surgery, compared preoperative data (USG, IVU, voiding cysto-
In conclusion, dMRI analysis of renal function yields comparable results to those obtained with renal scintigraphy, but with superior spatial and contrast resolution. dMRI may be more sensitive than renal scintigraphy in analyzing poorly functioning renal collecting system. Though MR renographic examination costs more than renal scintigraphy, the information obtained is superior to currently used methods. Different MRI techniques can be combined to establish a “one stop imaging examination” that can replace different imaging methods used for morphological, etiological and functional evaluation of PUJO.
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